
The benefits of our secondary campus improvements are already
evident as CCS high school students enjoy learning in their new
science lab. The renovated space is now home to many
chemistry, biology and physics classes previously taught in the
basement. Natural light, portable furnishings, and ample storage
give this new lab space lots of flexibility to meet the varied needs
of the courses that share the room. Students are also enjoying
their new lab coats and attempting new experiments that were
previously not possible in our classrooms. 

As construction completed on the lab renovation, two other major tasks were underway: the
successful launch of the Faithfulness Campaign and revisions to the proposed Physical Education
complex.  

Since its start in November, the Campaign has secured close to $600k in gifts and pledges towards
targeted expansion projects. Through continued promotion and invitation, the whole of the CCS
community will be asked to take part in the Campaign to raise $3 million dollars for new
construction. In addition to the double gymnasium space at the secondary campus, donations will
also help replace playground equipment at the elementary school. 

At the start of the new year, the secondary campus’ building advisory committee recommended
moving away from a tensioned fabric structure for the new Phys-ed building to more conventional
materials. While the previous months of design planning helped clarify many options for the facility,
it was determined that the fabric structure was unable to provide all the necessary building features.
Its height also proved problematic. With the change in construction options adopted, design has
rapidly progressed on the final layout of the new facility. 

At the heart of the design challenge now is balancing the specific needs of physical education,
athletic competitions, student assemblies, and other CCS gatherings. The committee’s goal is to
submit a development permit application to the city of Calgary in March. An aggressive schedule has
been proposed for the balance of preparations to support a 2022 construction start date.   

Looking for more information about the Campaign or

wondering how to donate? 

Contact: kdewyn@calgarychristianschool.com

go to our website: www.calgarychristianschool.com/donate
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The planning
committee approved

a site plan for the 
new building, and

now turns its
attention to 

finalizing details of its
interior layout.  
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